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Abstract (en)
Disclosed is a relief forming apparatus. In the relief forming apparatus, a relief die block and a main die block cooperating with a panel supporting
pad fixed to a lower end of an upper mold vertically moved down through a press operation are separated from each other in opposition to the panel
supporting pad. When the panel supporting pad and the cam slide are returned to the original positions thereof as the upper mold is moved up,
the die fixing block coupled with upper and lower ends of the spring and fixedly supporting a lower end of the main die block and the slide block
fixedly installed at the lower end of the relief die block are mutually slidably coupled with each other, and relief die driving blocks are installed at the
lower end of the slide block to support the relief die block and the slide block and to control a lifting operation of the slide block according to variation
in a length of an air cylinder, so that, as the length of the rod of the air cylinder is extended, the locking of relief die driving blocks is released and
both of a slide block and the relief die block are moved in such a manner that the slide block and the relief die block are inclined downward due to
the elastic force of the spring, thereby more simply taking up the panel, which is subject to the relief forming work, from the relief die block. When
comparing with conventional relief forming cam schemes including a rotary cam scheme of rotating a rotary cam corresponding to a cam slide in one
direction, or a swing cam scheme in which a swing cam corresponding to the cam slide is rotatably swung in one direction about a cam axis, which
is coupled eccentrically from one side of a center and serves as a support point, through an actuating cylinder, in order to separate a bent panel
from a die after performing the relief forming work of bending the end of the panel according to a punching work of the cam slide in a cam housing of
a cam base, as the length of an air cylinder is extended, the locking of relief die driving blocks is released and both of a slide block and the relief die
block are moved from the main die block and the die fixing block, respectively, due to the elastic force of the spring in such a manner that the slide
block and the relief die block are inclined downward. Accordingly, a worker can more simply take out the primarily molded panel, which is subject to
the relief forming work, from the relief die block.
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